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Chef shaikh arif ahmed

When Indus opened a few years ago, we had the pleasure of dining at a restaurant that served not only Indian but Northwest Frontier cuisine as well. At the helm was the famous Indian chef Sheikh Arif Ahmed, who oversaw the menu with various appetizing and versatile dishes. The famous chef returned to Indus after a break in India
and, as expected, updated the menu with some fascinating dishes. Located in Opera Galleria, Indus is famous for its northwestern Frontier cuisine, which has a history of simple but heartfelt nomadic tastes at a time when people come together, cooking meat over an open fire. The kitchen is probably the most celebrated for introducing a
tandoori style of cooking. The new menu at The Indus offers a delightful selection of dishes that will bring old-world dishes, rustic tastes and time-honored skills to the first day. Recently we were invited to launch a new restaurant. Chef Arif has put together a wonderful selection of dishes for us to indulge in. The tasting menu included
some of the star dishes; Phattar ka Gosht, lamb marinated with Indian spices in the style of Hyderabadi; Mourg Malay Parche, chicken seasoned with Bulgarian pepper, cheese and cream; Lobster, lobster marinated with saffron, homemade spices and cooked in tandoor; Raan e Ulfat, baby lamb marinated with saffron, rose petal and
topped with ghee; Hamour Patrani, a hamura fillet marinated in fresh coconut and mint wrapped in banana leaves and cooked in tandoor, and a petal of Parata rose. Rose as an ingredient plays a stellar role in the preparation of chef Arif and gives a wonderful taste to almost all the dishes in which it is used. Chef Arif's signature style,
combining modern touches with traditional cooking style, is fascinating and creative. The sour yet lip smacking and crisp green Apple Jelebi is a perfect example of this. Good food, great atmosphere and talented chef at the helm. Indus ticks all the right restaurant boxes, which really fits into the concept of haute cuisine. When I walked into
Sest, Delhi's newest restaurant, which fueled a feeding frenzy among chatter classes, I decided that I would only sample dishes from the Middle East, China and Thai sections. Well, maybe I'd give the modern European and Italian sections a try, but I'd definitely steer clear of Indian food. In my experience, restaurants that try more than
one kitchen (remember Mughlai, the Chinese, continental abomination of yesteryear that managed to fall between three chairs?) always give the Indian section a short shrift. It's as if Indian food has been tacked on to soften Hicks, who can't think for chicken butter. However, things quickly changed with one look at the menu. How can
someone resist the charoli - almond kebab? Why, I don't even know what was like that. on the planet. It turned out that one of the chefs in the Indian section - there are six open kitchens, each serving different cuisines - was from Hyderabad and his grandfather, a cook at Nizam's court, more or less invented the dish. Wild almonds are
reportedly nothing like their cultivated cousins in taste or texture. They only grow on hillsides, as opposed to flat earth, and must undergo pre-training before the actual cooking process begins: peeling, soaking and drying. So, is there a history of wild almonds used as a central ingredient in any Indian cuisine at all? Chef Sheikh Arif Ahmed
seems to think not. He credits his grandfather with creating a dish, more or less from the top of his head. His inspiration was wild almond trees that grew in the woodlands owned by his family. I was told that wild almonds tasted no unlike a combination of kesy and almonds. There was a studied silence when I asked where exactly the
chirol or jangli badam out - this one trump restaurant intends to play very close to its chest! Apparently, you can't use regular almonds instead because their texture is too dry to form a kebab and they are too heavy and filling. Then, there is a taste problem: regular almonds are not packed with taste like their wild relatives. Taking on the
topic of nuts as an ingredient in Indian cooking, there are several other ways that need to be explored. One is the focam that every Goan is looking forward to. These are fresh green cashew nuts that have yet to be dried. Their shelf life is one or two days, so I've never seen them outside of Goa. Another bright green, packed with the scent
of pistachio that grows in Afghanistan and which uses mithai shafts to make disgustingly expensive pista ki Lauz. It's not as if nuts have never been used in Indian cuisine: I ate rich curry of cashew nuts in a curd-based sauce in Jaisalmer.To say nothing about rich gravy formed with ground cashews. King KebabAugust 15, 2020Priti
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